Abstract Expert finding is of vital importance for exploring scientific collaborations to increase productivity by sharing and transferring knowledge within and across different research areas. Expert finding methods, including content-based methods, link structurebased methods, and a combination of content-based and link structure-based methods, have been studied in recent years. However, most state-of-the-art expert finding approaches have usually studied candidates' personal information (e.g. topic relevance and citation counts) and network information (e.g. citation relationship) separately, causing some potential experts to be ignored. In this paper, we propose a topical and weighted factor graph model that simultaneously combines all the possible information in a unified way. In addition, we also design the Loopy Max-Product algorithm and related message-passing schedules to perform approximate inference on our cycle-containing factor graph model. Information Retrieval is chosen as the test field to identify representative authors for different topics within this area. Finally, we compare our approach with three baseline methods in terms of topic sensitivity, coverage rate of SIGIR PC (e.g. Program Committees or Program Chairs) members, and Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain scores for different rankings on each topic. The experimental results demonstrate that our factor graph-based model can definitely enhance the expert-finding performance.
Introduction
In order to make good use of expertise and knowledge, an important task in scientific research area named expert finding or expert searching has received a significant amount of attention in recent years. The goal of expert finding is to return a ranked list of knowledgeable experts with relevant expertise on a specific topic or research area. This expert finding process can help solve many challenging but practical problems. For example, in order to improve the quality of published papers and to facilitate dissemination of accurate and valid knowledge to a research area/topic, peer review process has long been strongly recommended. One of the most important elements of this process is how to model the expertise of a given reviewer with respect to the topical content of a given paper. However, matching papers with suitably qualified reviewers is still a challenging process (Mimno and McCallum 2007) . Other important applications include recommending the reviewers for the evaluation of research grant applications (Hettich and Pazzani 2006) , determining important experts for consultation by researchers embarking on a new research field (Serdyukov et al. 2008) , recruiting employees for one certain job position etc. However, manually identifying these experts in a large research area or organization is obviously labor intensive and time consuming. A standard text search engine may be of great help, but it is still not able to automate this task (Serdyukov et al. 2008) . It is therefore meaningful and even essential to study and ascertain how to automatically identify experts on a specific topic on a large scale.
Some researchers use content-based methods to detect persons who are experts on a specific topic. However, these kinds of methods mostly concentrate on providing relevance scores between candidates and a user's query topic or an inferred topic, while neglecting the social relationships between candidates for more precise expert identification. Another option is to use link analysis algorithms such as PageRank (Page et al. 1999) and HITS (Kleinberg 1999 ) to address expert-finding tasks. But PageRank and HITS have a common problem: topic drift, which tends to make most in-links in the network dominant ). Due to the limitations of content-based methods and traditional link structure-based methods, some previous works (Campbell et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2007; Jiao et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2009; Ding 2011 ) not only consider the relevance of a candidate on a specific topic, but also analyze scholarly networks between candidates in order to improve expert finding efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, however, most of these methods model possible information separately and then combine it in a specific sequence, which causes possible experts to be ignored.
Motived by observations on certain common characteristics of judgments people make to find experts, we define two important features, topic relevance and expert authority, as personal information and extract the citation relationships between authors to build the citation network. As factor graphs have the potential to unify modeling with great generality and flexibility (Kschischang et al. 2001 ), we propose a Topical and Weighted Factor Graph (TWFG) model to tackle these expert-finding limitations, and also design the Loopy Max-Product algorithm with serial schedule using random sequences to perform approximate inference on our cycle-containing factor graph model. Our approach is unique in that it correlates all candidates' personal and network information into a unified model based on factor graph theory (Kschischang et al. 2001; Bishop 2006) and conducts inference in a global manner. Another distinguishing feature of our proposed approach is its modeling of mutual influences between candidates on a topic level, which is quite different from current approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: ''Related work'' section reviews related work on various expert-finding methods. ''Methodology'' section explicates the proposed approach. ''Results and discussion'' section presents the experimental results that validate the efficiency of our methodology. Finally, we conclude our work in ''Conclusion and future work'' section.
Related work
Several studies have investigated approaches for expert finding. The existing approaches can be divided into three main categories according to their focuses. The comparison of existing expert finding approaches is shown as Table A1 (See the online supplement).
Content-based methods
Much attention has been given to content-based models for expert finding. Some models typically fall into one of the two classifications-those that generate the probability of a candidate being an expert given a user's query, and those that generate this probability based on the latent topic variables inferred from word correlations.
The first kind of content-based methodology is treated as an information retrieval task by Text REtrieval Conference (TREC). Such methods are basically variations of two kinds: profile-centric methods (also referred to as candidate-centric or query-independent approaches) and document-centric methods (also referred to as query-dependent approaches) (Petkova and Croft 2006; Balog et al. 2009; Smirnova and Balog 2011) . In profilecentric methodologies (Balog et al. 2006; Fu et al. 2007) , all documents or texts related to a candidate are first merged into a single personal profile, where the ranking score for each candidate is then estimated according to the profile in response to a given query. Nevertheless, these document-centric methods (Balog et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2009 ) analyze the content of each document separately instead of creating a single expertise profile. In order to make use of the advantages of both the profile-centric and document-centric methods, some existing approaches (Petkova and Croft 2006; Serdyukov et al. 2008 ) combine the two methods to improve expert-finding performance. However, these kinds of studies generally concentrate on aligning search results with user queries, which are different from topic-dependent expert finding based on automatically inferred latent topics.
The second kind of content-based methods is known as topic modeling. An early topic model, named Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI), was proposed by Hofmann (1999) to calculate the probability of generating a word from a document based on the latent topic layer. However, the parameterization of the PLSI model is susceptible to severe overfitting, and the PLSI model does not provide a straightforward way to make inferences about documents. Blei et al. (2003) addressed these limitations by proposing a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). As a follow-up effort of the LDA model, Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004) introduced the author-topic model to depict the content of documents and the interests of authors simultaneously by sharing the hyperparameters of topic mixing for all documents by the same authors. Specifically, each author is associated with a multinomial distribution over topics, allowing the clusters of authors to be detected. Later, Tang et al. (2008) further extended the LDA and author-topic model and proposed the Author-Conference-Topic (ACT) model to organize different types of information concurrently in academic networks. The ACT model includes publication venues, so that each author is associated with a multinomial distribution over topics, words he/she wrote, and conferences in which he/she was published. Not surprisingly, topic models can help calculate the relevance between candidates and an inferred topic for further ranking. However, they don't investigate the relationships between the knowledge presentations of candidates to build up a scholarly network for more sophisticated expertevidence identification and extraction.
Link structure-based methods As content related to candidates cannot serve as direct evidence of their expertise, a few studies have tried to employ link structure among candidates to address the expert-finding problem. Link structure-based algorithms, such as PageRank (Page et al. 1999) and HITS (Kleinberg 1999) , can be used to analyze relationships in a scholarly network in order to find authorized experts. Liu et al. (2005) developed AuthorRank for this purpose, a modification of PageRank that considers link weights among the coauthorship links. Based on traditional link analysis-ranking algorithms, Sidiropoulos and Manolopoulos (2006) developed a new method specifically designed for citation graphs to evaluate the impact of scientific collections (journal and conferences), publications, and scholarly authors. They also introduced an aggregate function for the generation of author ranking based on publication ranking. Jurczyk and Agichtein (2007) explored the HITS link analysis algorithm to estimate the authority of users that can be potentially used for finding experts in Question Answer portals. Fiala et al. (2008) presented several modifications of the classical PageRank formula adapted for bibliographic networks. Their ranking results based on both on the citation and co-authorship information turned out to be better than the standard PageRank ranking. used the PageRank algorithm with different damping factors and also proposed two different weighted PageRank algorithms to rank authors on an author co-citation network. A weighted PageRank algorithm that considers citation and coauthorship network topology was proposed by Yan and Ding (2011) to measure author impact. All those works aimed at applying variations of HITS or PageRank algorithms or other link-based methods in the context of author ranking in order to alleviate the limitations of some classical indicators (e.g. citation counts) for ranking in bibliometrics. However, they are not effective for finding the top ''experts'' without considering content features. Moreover, all of them are topic-independent, and include certain classical indicators such as impact factor, H-index, and citation counts.
Combination of content-based and link structure-based methods Some researchers have used documents or snippet-level content to provide topic relevance for each candidate, and then applied link analysis to further refine the ranking results. Campbell et al. (2003) used text analysis and network analysis to sort individuals within an email network. Specifically, they collected all emails related to a topic and analyzed emails between every pair of people for whom there was relevant correspondence to build an ''expertise graph.'' They finally applied a modified HITS algorithm to obtain ratings for all senders and recipients on that topic. Zhang et al. (2007) first used candidates' personal information (e.g. personal profile, contact information, and publications) to estimate an initial expert score for each candidate and selected the top ranked candidates to construct a subgraph. They then proposed a propagation-based approach to improve the accuracy of expert finding within the subgraph. Jiao et al. (2009) used expert relevance scores to generate a subset of experts, and also used a modified PageRank algorithm to calculate the authority scores of experts. They then combined expert relevance and expert authority with a linear formula to express the final expertise of a candidate. Ding (2011) proposed topicdependent ranks based on the combination of a topic model and a weighted PageRank algorithm. Two ways for combining the ACT model with the PageRank algorithm are proposed in her work: simple combination or using a topic distribution as a weighted vector for PageRank. However, most of the above methods do not simultaneously model all the possible information in a unified way. Furthermore, all of them have been achieved by encountering local optimization by ranking within a limited subset of candidates. A notable exception is that of Tang et al. (2009) , who proposed a topical factor graph model to identify representative nodes from scholarly networks on a specific topic by leveraging the topic relevance and social relationships between links. Yet because not all coauthored papers are highly correlated with a specific topic, we argue that it is not reasonable to weigh edges between candidates mainly on coauthored papers to reflect the interaction strength between neighboring nodes. Moreover, this research tends to use a subset of candidates for identifying representative authors, which may filter out some potential experts.
Methodology
In this section, we detail the ways in which we solve the expert-finding problem. First, we describe our data collection and present the problem formulation to define the expertfinding task. Second, three main modules of the proposed approach are presented in detail, including topic distribution, the topical and weighted factor graph (TWFG) model, and the inference mechanism.
Data collection
In this paper, we choose Information Retrieval (IR) as the test field. Papers and their citations were collected from the Web of Science (WOS) covering the period from 2001 to 2008, including 8,396 papers and 14,593 authors with 211,560 citations among authors. Each paper contains related authors, title, source, published year, abstract, reference, citation counts, and so forth. The titles are preprocessed using a stemming algorithm and a stop word list. Citation records include the first author, published year, source, volume, and page number. Citations are used to generate a citation network. Details of our data collection are provided in Ding and Cronin (2010) . In order to make our approach easier to describe and understand, the notations are first given in Table 1 .
Problem formulation
It was pointed out by Fu et al. (2007) that in most cases expertise data is not fully documented, and usually only parts of a document are related to the expert whom it mentions. In order to better describe the knowledge of a particular researcher, the expertise representation should be established from multiple aspects. To the best of our knowledge, citation counts were firstly proposed by Gross and Gross (1927) to evaluate the importance of researchers' work and then became a widely used indicator for scientific impact. However, some researchers interested in measuring scientific impact doubted that citation counts can reflect the impact of scientific activity (Bornmann and Daniel 2008) . Based on some empirical findings, Kochen (1978) suggested the use of citation counts in combination with content analysis to modify the use of citation counts in research measurement. Moreover, a citation implies a relationship between a part or the whole of the cited document and a part or the whole of the citing document (Smith 1981) . The analysis of this kind of relationship is often used as a tool for evaluating the performance and measuring the impact of scientists, institutions, journals, regions etc. (Matutinovic 2007) . Even though there are many reasons why citation relationship exists, the most obvious reason is that the citing document is highly relevant with the cited document. Therefore, it is critical to combine the citation counts, content analysis and citation/link analysis for measuring the researchers' impact. Based on above investigations, here we adopt two critical features as local/personal evidence to represent the authors' fundamental expertise, and simultaneously use the citation relationships between the authors as additional evidence to weigh their expertise on a given topic. The above local and network information can be further defined as follows:
Topic relevance
This local feature can be used to model the relevance between an author and a specific topic. Given a topic, the amount of information that an author's publications contain contributes to the presentation of how much of the required knowledge that author has. We assume that if an author possesses a higher probability a iz on a given topic z, he/she is more likely to be an expert on topic z. Formally, each author v i 2 V is associated with a t-dimensional topic distribution fa iz g 1 z t where P 1 z t a iz ¼ 1.
Expert authority
This local feature can be used to model the knowledge of an author. We make an assumption, in that among those authors with the same relevance on a given topic, the author with higher citation counts is more likely to be an expert since he/she tends to be a popular author in scientific research areas (Fu et al. 2007; Ding and Cronin 2010) . It should The hidden vector for all topics on a given author v i y z i
Author v i 's importance weight on a given topic z n i
The ranking order of a given author v i based on his or her citation counts a iz
The probability of an author v i on a given topic z e ij An edge between author v i and author v j h z ij
The dissimilarity weight associated with edge e ij on a given topic z be noted that here we use the ranking order n i of each author based on citation counts to represent his/her expert authority.
Topic-level influences
Even with the same citation network structure, mutual influences between authors will vary on different topics. More precisely, when calculating author expertise on different topics, dissimilarities or similarities between authors can result in different contributions. Here, each edge e ij on a given topic z can be denoted as ðv i ; v j ; h z ij Þ, where the edge e ij between author v i and author v j with dissimilarity weight h z ij . Based on the above definitions, we jointly take into account all the personal information and network information to formulate the problem as follows:
is the set of authors and E ¼ fe ij g 1 i;j N is the set of edges representing citation relationships between authors, (2) t-dimensional topic distribution fa iz g 1 z t for each author v i 2 V, and (3) the ranking order n i of each author v i 2 V. The goal is to find topic-level ranked experts for each topic z 1 z t ð Þwith the given personal information and citation network.
Topic distribution
Latent Dirichlet allocation captures the topical features of nodes by postulating a latent structure for a set of topics linking words and documents (Blei et al. 2003) . As an extended LDA model, the Author-Conference-Topic model proposed by Tang et al. (2008) can be used to capture more topical features of nodes. After applying the ACT model, five topics are automatically extracted. Simultaneously, each author's topic distribution (i.e. the probability of an author writing on a given topic), the paper's topic distribution (i.e. the probability of a paper being written on a given topic), and conference topic distribution (i.e. the probability of a conference taking place for a given topic) for all the extracted topics are calculated. Furthermore, each topic is associated with a list of words and a set of authors ranked by their topic distribution probabilities. In a citation network, an author often has interests on multiple topics. Here the ACT model can definitely help calculate the relevance between an author and related topics. For example, author A has a fivedimensional topic distribution {0.05, 0.6, 0.1, 0.07, and 0.18}. Among the extracted five topics, author A shows higher interests in topic 2 because the value of his/her probability on topic 2 is much higher than that of other topics. For author A, the sum of topic distribution across the five topics is 1.0 and the average probability for author A for these five topics would be 1/5 = 0.2.
Topical and weighted factor graph model
In order to combine all the possible information encoded in the citation network, we develop a topical and weighted factor graph model to leverage topic relevance, expert authority, and topic-level influence. For simplicity, we make an assumption that topics are independent of each other. Hence we can decompose our factor graph model into a set of factor graphs with the same topological structure on different topics. Figure 1 shows a simple TWFG on a given topic z corresponding to the example we have been used. As each observed variable v i 2 V corresponds to a hidden vector y i 2 Y, the factor graph can be regarded as the composition of a set of hidden variables Y ¼ fy i g N i¼1 and a set Scientometrics (2013) 97:797-819 803 of functions. Concretely, the functions in our model fall into node function g and edge function f. The former is used to model the personal information (i.e., topic relevance and expert authority) and the latter is used to model the network information (i.e., topic-level influences). Here, we define the node function as Eq. (1) on the intuition that authors with higher topic relevance on a given topic z are more likely to be experts on that topic and authors with higher citation counts tend to be experts even they have the same topic relevance:
where n i represents the ranking order of a given author v i based on his/her citation counts; a iz denotes the probability of an author v i on a given topic z; y z i 2 f0; 1g reflects the importance of an author for topic z, y z i ¼ 0 indicates author v i is not important for topic z and y z i ¼ 1 indicates author v i is important for topic z; and k specifies the relevance threshold between an author and a topic, a iz ! k indicates author v i is more relevant with a given topic z and a iz \k indicates author v i is less relevant with a given topic z.
Obviously, an important author v i on a given topic z may have a high influence on one of his/her neighboring author node v j if they have a high similarity on their research interests/topics. Author v j may also then have a high probability to become an important author on topic z. In order to capture the topic-level influences between neighboring author nodes, we define edge function as Eq. (2). 
Based on above, we finally define the objective function by considering all the functions according to factor graph theory (Kschischang et al. 2001; Bishop 2006) as seen in Eq. (4): is the edge function; and S is a normalizing factor. As we have assumed that topics are independent, so that
Thus, once the topic is specified, the objective function for topic z can be defined as Eq. (6):
where Y z ¼ fy
N g corresponds to the hidden variables for topic z; and S 0 is a normalizing factor.
Inference algorithm
As a generic message-passing algorithm, the Sum-Product algorithm (Kschischang et al. 2001) has often been applied to compute the marginals of all variable nodes efficiently and exactly for the factor graph-based model. The algorithm involves passing messages between variable nodes (i.e., hidden variables) and function nodes on the built factor graph (Kschischang et al. 2001 ). Message passing is initiated at the leaves. Each node v remains idle until messages have arrived on all but one of the edges incident on v. Once these messages have arrived, v is able to compute a message to be sent on the one remaining edge to its neighbor w (temporarily regarded as the parent). After sending a message to w, Scientometrics (2013) 97:797-819 805 node v returns to the idle state, waiting for a ''return message'' to arrive from w. Once this return message has arrived, the node v is able to compute and send message to each of its neighbors (other than w), each being regarded, in turn, as a parent. The algorithm terminates once two messages have been passed over every edge, one in each direction. However, the Sum-Product algorithm cannot address the problems to find the state configuration that has the largest probability and calculate the corresponding marginal probability under the most likely state configuration. Moreover, as Sum-Product algorithm cannot be directly applied for factor graph model with cycles, we finally use Loopy Max-Product algorithm to address the inference tasks. Hereby, we need to modify the Sum-Product algorithm into Max-Product algorithm (Bishop 2006) to find the state configuration Y max z that maximizes the objective function p Y z ð Þ for a specified topic z, so that:
Evaluation methods
As this paper focuses on finding topic-based experts, it is unreasonable to directly compare our results with other classical indicators or measures for author ranking, such as H-index, citation counts, and impact factor, which are all topic-dependent. Hence we choose three topic-level baseline methods to evaluate our approach (denoted as TWFG), including one method that combines topic model with citation counts and two topic-based PageRank algorithms (Ding 2011) .
Topic model and citation counts (TMCC)
Topic model and citation counts (TMCC) is used to estimate the relevance between an author and a given topic and citation counts is an important indicator for the authority of an author. For this baseline method, a subgraph of authors is first generated with a topic relevance threshold for each topic, and then the authors from the subgraph are ranked by comparing their citation counts.
Topic-based PageRank I: simple combination of ACT and PageRank (I_PR)
For topic-based PageRank I (Ding, 2011) , PageRank and LDA are calculated separately. Among them, the topic distributions (denoted as I) are calculated using the ACT model based on papers, where PageRank scores (denoted as PR) are calculated based on the author co-citation network. Then we simply combine ACT and PageRank as Eq. (18):
where " I represents the average of I and PR represents the average of PageRank.
Topic-based PageRank II: topic-based random walk (PR_t)
For topic-based PageRank II (Ding 2011) , a topic distribution is used as a weighted vector for PageRank. A topical random surfer model was proposed in which a surfer has d probability of following the links on current pages or (1 -d)a probability of jumping to Scientometrics (2013) 
PR tðjÞ OðjÞ ð19Þ
where t(i) is the conditional probability distribution of an author for a given topic and P N i¼1 t i ð Þ is the sum of the topic distribution of all nodes; N is the number of nodes in the network; O(j) is the number of out-going links on node v j ; PR tðiÞ is the topic-based PageRank on node v i , and PR tðjÞ is the topic-based PageRank on node v j ; and d is a damping factor, which is the probability that a random surfer will follow one of the links on the current page. Here, the damping factor in PR_t is set to 0.15 (to stress the equal chance of being cited), 0.50 (to indicate that scientific papers usually follow a short path of 2), or 0.85 (to stress the network topology) (Chen et al. 2007 ).
Results and discussion

Topic extraction
Five topics are extracted through the ACT model, including Multimedia IR, Database and Query Processing, Medical IR, Web IR and Digital Library, and IR Theory and Model. In the meantime, topic distribution is assigned for each author. By calculating the average probability for each topic within the span of all authors, we can form a simple conclusion that Database and Query Processing is the most popular research topic out of the five topics. As shown in Table A2 (See the online supplement), we select the top 10 words to represent each extracted topic and locate the emphasis of each topic during the period from 2001 to 2008.
The first topic is Multimedia IR where the main representative words are image, video, content-based, semantic, relevance, feedback, and so forth. Multimedia IR, which aims at extracting semantic information from multimedia data sources, appears as a hot topic because of its widespread sharing and exchanging of images, videos, and audio sources. Notably, content-based multimedia IR has provided new paradigms and methods for searching through the myriad variety of media throughout the world. Also, many content-based IR systems often make use of relevance feedback to refine their search results.
The second topic, Database and Query Processing, puts emphasis on the words data, XML, databases, query, web, and so forth. XML, which can encode data in a format that is both human-readable and machine-readable, has come into common use for the interchange of data over the Web. It should be pointed out that Database and Query Processing have switched from relational databases to object-oriented databases, and then further shifted to XML databases (Ding 2011) . Moreover, XML-oriented query languages for XML databases were greatly developed in order to access and manipulate XML data during the development of XML databases.
The third topic is related to Medical IR, which focuses on the words medical, health, clinical, support, knowledge, management, and so forth. As the health care industry becomes increasingly dependent on electronic information, the need to design sophisticated medical IR systems to conduct medical knowledge management also increases. In particular, as the link between health observations and health knowledge influences more choices of clinicians working toward improved health care, the clinical decision support system has been coined an ''active knowledge system'' to improve practitioner performance.
The forth topic focuses on Web IR and Digital Library, with digital, search, model, web, internet, and so forth as the main top words. However, Internet developments have caused most library resources to move to the Web, where related new models for publishing and searching have challenged existing methods. New digital libraries in company with Web IR have thus emerged and flourished.
The final topic, IR Theory and Model, has appeared as a popular research topic within the Information Retrieval research area. Querying and then obtaining information that meets the requirements of users from a collection of documents is the basic goal of most IR theories and models. Based on its leading words such as model, approach, web, document, query, relevance, and so forth, it would be interesting to demonstrate that researches need to adjust traditional IR models and theories to the new Web or social Web settings.
Ranking results for top 10 authors
Using the proposed topical and weighted factor graph model and related inference algorithm, it is possible to provide topic-level rankings for authors. As the average probability for each author for the extracted five topics is 0.2, here we set the topic relevance threshold at k = 0.2 with the dissimilarity threshold h = 0.1 to explicate the ranking results for the top 10 authors. Locating a small portion of experts from a large span of authors is of vital importance for sharing and propagating knowledge. As shown in Table A3 (See the online supplement), the top 10 authors based on our approach and the baseline methods for five different topics are listed. Among the results based on our approach and baseline methods, some well-known authors, such as Y. Rui and A. W. M. Smeulders (Multimedia IR), S. Abiteboul (Database and Query Processing), S. E. Robertson and A. Spink (Web IR and Digital Library) , N. Fuhr (IR Theory and Model), are all ranked as among the top 10 authors. This is because these commonly ranked authors are not only highly cited, but are also relevant to the given topic. However, the top 10 authors based on these four methods are still diverse, even when several commonly ranked authors exist. It may be relevant to note that the top-ranked authors returned by PR_t(0.85) are mostly the same regardless of topic. This interesting result can be explained in that PR_t(0.85) focuses on network topology rather than other features encoded in the network. Another relevant observation is that I_PR is more likely to provide rankings for authors who are highly cited but not highly productive on a given topic. For example, among the top 10 authors based on I_PR, N. Fuhr (Probability = 0.09434, citation = 762), F. Crestani (Probability = 0.066667, citation = 340), and B. J. Jansen (Probability = 0.107527, citation = 651) have low probability on the Medical IR topic, but have high citation counts. Moreover, some highly relevant authors are detected by our approach but neglected by baseline methods, including C. C. Chang (Probability = 0.558824, citation = 245) within the Multimedia IR topic, D. Papadias (Probability = 0.58, citation = 248) within the Database and Query Processing topic, J. J. Cimino (Probability = 0.367647, citation = 166) within the Medical IR topic, C. C. Yang (Probability = 0.597222, citation = 119) within the Web IR and Digital Library topic, and J. H. Lee (Probability = 0.466667, citation = 321) within the IR Theory and Model topic. Scientometrics (2013) 97:797-819 809 Ranking results for top 20 authors and top 50 authors
In order to test the diversity of author rankings based on our approach and the baseline methods, we conduct a comparison of rankings for top 20 authors and top 50 authors. Here we set the topic relevance threshold as k = 0.15 with the dissimilarity threshold h = 0.1 to calculate our ranking results as well as that of TMCC. The top 20 and top 50 authors according to TMCC are chosen as the baseline results, first calculated by topic relevance and then by citation counts. For simplicity, these top 20 and 50 authors are named as prestigious authors. Figure 2 shows the variety of rankings based on four methods for 20 prestigious authors on five different topics, and Fig. 3 shows the variety of rankings based on four methods for 50 prestigious authors on five different topics. It is not surprising to see that I_PR is significantly different from other methods for all topics. The reason for this is the I_PR stress on PageRank scores, which makes the most in-link nodes overwhelming. Also, the changes in ranking results based on PR_t(0.15), PR_t(0.50), and PR_t(0.85) are highly similar to each other because the same formulas are used for ranking, even for those with different damping factor values. In a relative sense, due to our preference for authors who are not only highly cited but also highly relevant with the given topic, our approach tends to result in very different changes compared with baseline methods.
Evaluation
For evaluation, we use the method of pooled relevance judgments together with human judgments to generate ''ground truth'' from different perspectives. Assessments are first carried out in terms of topic sensitivity, and then the coverage rate of SIGIR PC members. Finally, we use the Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain (NDCG) (Jarvelin and Kekalainen 2002 ) as a metric to compare different rankings of authors based on our approach and the baseline methods.
Comparison of topic sensitivity
As the TMCC method is always topically sensitive, due to the fact that only authors whose topic relevance is above a defined topic relevance threshold will be chosen to rank on the top, we evaluate topic sensitivity based on our approach, I_PR, and PR_t. For most authors in the constructed citation network, their topic probabilities for five topics fall into the range from 0.15 to 0.3. Hence we select the top 100 authors together with four topic relevance thresholds, including k = 0.15, k = 0.2, k = 0.25 and k = 0.3 to demonstrate the topic sensitivity of our approach and the two other baseline methods. Based on these three methods, Fig. 4 illustrates the ratio of authors whose topic probabilities exceed the value of the given topic relevance threshold for each topic, wherein the average ratio within all topics is also depicted. From the results comparison, we find that our approach, I_PR, and PR_t are comparatively topic sensitive given the low relevance threshold k = 0.15. However, this evaluation also shows that our approach outperforms the two baseline methods, achieving an average improvement of 16.4 % and 41.5 % over PR_t and I_PR, even with this lower relevance threshold. Another interesting result is that I_PR and PR_t become less sensitive to a given topic when the topic relevance threshold increases, which is dramatically different from our approach. Clearly, our approach outperforms the two baseline methods in terms of topic sensitivity. Comparison of coverage rate of the SIGIR PC members
As the ACM's Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR) is one of the most important international conferences for the presentation of new research results and demonstration of new systems and techniques in the field of information retrieval (IR), it is reasonable to suppose that only persons who have made significant contributions to research in information retrieval are chosen as SIGIR PC members. As suggested, a second assessment was carried out based on the professional achievement of authors selected as SIGIR PC members. We choose SIGIR PC members (i.e. Program Chairs, Program Committees, and Conference Committees) from 2001 to 2008 as the ground truth for evaluation. In order to conduct a topic-level comparison on SIGIR PC members, we tailor our evaluation data that corresponds with each topic. In other words, only SIGIR PC members whose topic probabilities are higher than a given topic relevance threshold are picked out as the ground truth on that topic. Similar to the first assessment, we conduct a comparison of the ranking results based on four topic relevance thresholds with the dissimilarity threshold h = 0.1. The result for the coverage rate of the SIGIR PC members among the top 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 with each threshold is presented in Table 2 , where the best performing method is highlighted for each row. Overall, our approach achieves a better performance than the baseline methods. This evaluation shows that our approach is more effective than the baseline methods when the topic relevance threshold increases, which demonstrates our approach is more appropriate for finding professional experts within a given topic. Our approach also performs better when the coverage percentage of SIGIR PC members is higher. This result is in accord with the intuition that authors who are good at the IR Theory and Model topic more easily become experts in IR areas, and will thus have more chances to be chosen as SIGIR PC members.
Comparison of NDCG scores
Finally, in order to compare ranking results via the NDCG metric, a list of corresponding review/survey papers for each topic along with their citation records are recommended by the ACT model by setting a paper's topic relevance threshold at 0.2. Here we use the number of citations (named as citation score) by topic-related review papers to depict the importance of an author on the target topic. We make an assumption that if an author writes n papers that are separately cited by the list of review papers under a given topic, the citation score of that author for the target topic is n. However, for most ranked authors on each topic, the number of citations in the corresponding review papers on a given topic is less than 15. Thus if an author is cited 15 or more times by review papers on a given topic, the citation score of that author is also 15. By calculating citation scores for each author with each topic, we finally acquire the ground truth for evaluation. The comparison of Table 3 Comparison of NDCG scores of author rankings for each topic based on our approach and baseline methods Table 3 , where the best performing method is highlighted for each row. Overall, our approach achieves the best performance, while I_PR performs the worst with respect to NDCG scores. As the NDCG is an important measure of the average performance of a ranking algorithm, achieved by comparing the ranking results with a given ''standard'' ranking list, we can conclude that our approach, aimed at efficiently finding the exact experts in a given field, identifies the most authoritative experts on their topics.
Conclusion and future work
With the emergence and rapid proliferation of social applications, the problem of expert finding has attracted increasingly more attention. Traditional methods, such as topic models, usually estimate the relevance between the candidates and a given topic but neglect the social relationships between candidates. Even link structure-based methods, such as PageRank and HITS, can be used to improve the performance of expert finding by analyzing the scholarly network information. However, to the best of our knowledge, most state-of-the-art studies tend to model the possible information on all candidates separately.
In this paper, we study the problem of topic-level expert finding in a citation network and propose a topical and weighted factor graph (TWFG) model to combine all the candidates' personal information (i.e. topic relevance and expert authority) and the scholarly network information (i.e. citation relationships) in a unified way. For topic relevance, the topic model ACT is used to extract topics and designate topic distribution for each author. And for expert authority, we use the ranking order of an author based on his/her citation counts instead of the citation count itself to represent that candidate's comprehensive knowledge. In addition, topic-level influences between neighboring candidates encoded in the citation network can offer new evidence on which to weigh their expertise on a given topic. This is accord with the fact that even with the same citation network structure, mutual influences between neighboring candidates may vary on different topics. Based on the explanations of personal and network information, the node function, edge function, and the final objective function are defined to construct our factor graph model. When conducting inference tasks on our cycle-containing factor graph model, we design the Loopy Max-Product algorithm to find the state configuration that maximizes the objective function and calculates the corresponding marginal probability for each author under the most likely state configuration.
In this paper, we choose Information Retrieval as the test field to identify experts for different topics, and compare the proposed approach with three topic-level baseline methods. In terms of topic sensitivity, it would be interesting to see whether I_PR and PR_t become less sensitive to a given topic when the topic relevance threshold increases, which is dramatically different from our approach. In addition, our approach achieves better performance than baseline methods when comparing the coverage rate of the SIGIR PC members for each topic. It should be noted that not all authors of expertise are selected as SIGIR PC members, but authors who are chosen as SIGIR PC members should be prestigious experts. Thus when the selection of SIGIR PC members becomes an important indicator for capturing professional expertise in the Information Retrieval area, it is better to use our approach. Moreover, comparison of the NDCG scores of author rankings for each topic by choosing a list of corresponding review papers as the ground truth indicates that our approach achieves the best performance. Those evaluations confirm that our factor graph-based model can definitely enhance topic-level expert-finding performance.
Future work includes identifying how to incorporate temporal information into our model in order to conduct systematical analysis of author expertise on different topics over time. Another interesting issue to pursue is combining a full-text analysis with our work to provide more precise evidence for expert finding methodology.
